
Frequently Asked Questins

-Does Lindby Custom ship outside of the United States?  Yes, we do ship outside of the U.S. via UPS.
To our customers  in Canada and Europe,  they can also fnd our products through our exclusive
distributors  Parts  Canada  and  Parts  Europe.  Please  see  your  local  dealer  to  place  the  order.

 -What kind of warranty does Lindby Custom ofer when I purchase their products?  Lindby Custom
has been making top of the line high quality products since 1993. We give all our customers a whole
year  warranty  on  the  chrome  platngg  black  powder  coat  and  a  life  tme  warranty  on  any
manufacture defects. In order to get covered by the warranty we will need to see a valid invoice of
the purchase. The product it will go through inspecton to confrm that it was not involved in any
accident or bike drop.

 -Why did my package come without Hardware?  If  you do not  see a  hardware kit  with  your
package, make sure that you check both ends of the box and see if the hardware is on the other side
of  the  foam.  If  the  hardware  is  missing  please  contact  us  and  we  will  further  assist  you.  

 -Why can't I fnd a black highway bar for my bike model?  If you are looking for a black highway bar
but do not see it on our catalog, there are a couple optons a customer may take. It is possible to
take a chrome plated Lindby Custom Highway bar to any local Powder Coater and they can give the
bar a black fnish withouth any stripping of the original chrome platng necessary. Another route is
ordering the bar in RAW where it will be sold in an all metal state that will be polished and ready for
powder coatng of your choice.  It will take producton 7-10 business days to make the RAW bar.
Extra O-rings will be supplied for you to install afer the highway bar has been powder coated. The
RAW opton is only available for the LINB AR.

 -Will extended forward controls work with the Linbar?  NBo, all of Lindby Custom Highway bars are
meant to be compatble with controls that are set in their original stock positon. There are a few
models like the Dyna's were it  is possible to move the mid controls to forward controls and our
Highway bars will ft that set up as long as the controls are from the Harley Kit and they are set on
the stock forward positon and not extended.

 The LINBAR:
 Triple chrome plated.
 1 ¼ outside diameter
 Easily installed with simple hand tools.
 Comes with all necessary hardware and instructons.
 O-rings are replaceable but made of a high quality neoprene and won’t dry rot, if you do need to 
replace one you just slide it over the lower bracket.

We do ofer wider O-rings for The LINBAR so instead of 10 small O-rings you can install   wide O-
ring. Part number 412
 You can add our clamp on foot pegs for additonal comfort. Part number 810, 81  or 820.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/lindby-custom/


The TWINBAR:
 Triple chrome plated
 1 ¼ outside diameter.
 Easily installed with simple hand tools.
 Comes with all necessary hardware and instructons.
 Rubber strips are replaceable and come with 3M double stcky tapes. You can also use instant 
glue if preferred.
 The fip down foot peg are angled towards the rider for extra comfort.

The MULTIBAR:
 Triple Chrome plated.
 1 ¼ outside diameter.
 Easily installed with simple hand tools.
 Comes with all necessary hardware and instructons.
 Rubber footpads are replaceable and come with 3M double stcky tapes, you can also use instant 
glue if preferred. Part number 411.
 You can use our clamp on foot pegs for additonal comfort.
 Part number 810, 81  and 820.

The UNIBAR:
 Triple Chrome plated.
 1 ¼ outside diameter.
 Easily installed with simple hand tools.
 Comes with all necessary hardware and instructons.
 You can use our clamp on foot pegs for additonal comfort.
 Part number 810, 81  and 820.

The New MAGNUMBAR:
 Triple chrome plated.
 NBew beefy look with a 1 1g2 outside diameter.
 Easily installed with simple hand tools.
 Comes with all necessary hardware and instructons.
 High Quality NBeoprene wide o-rings specially designed for the Magnumbar.
*Clamp on Foot Pegs for the MAGNBUM AR will be available in Chromeg lack  sku# 715 &  L715

If you’re looking for quality motorcycle frame & body, visit our website.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/frame-body.html
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